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ABSTRACT
The public and academic discussion on Artificial Intelligence (AI)
ethics is accelerating and the general public is becomingmore aware
AI ethics issues such as data privacy in these systems. To guide
ethical development of AI systems, governmental and institutional
actors, as well as companies, have drafted various guidelines for
ethical AI. Though these guidelines are becoming increasingly com-
mon, they have been criticized for a lack of impact on industrial
practice. There seems to be a gap between research and practice in
the area, though its exact nature remains unknown. In this paper,
we present a gap analysis of the current state of the art by com-
paring practices of 39 companies that work with AI systems to the
seven key requirements for trustworthy AI presented in the “The
Ethics Guidelines for Trustworthy Artificial Intelligence”. The key
finding of this paper is that there is indeed notable gap between AI
ethics guidelines and practice. Especially practices considering the
novel requirements for software development, requirements of soci-
etal and environmental well-being and diversity, nondiscrimination
and fairness were not tackled by companies.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Software and its engineering→ Software development pro-
cess management; • Computing methodologies → Artificial
intelligence; • Social and professional topics→ Codes of ethics.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The discussion on Artificial Intelligence (AI) ethics has been accel-
erating [9]. What was once largely an academic discussion focused
on hypothetical future scenarios has gained traction globally as
said scenarios are becoming reality following advances in AI. With
ethical issues in these systems, e.g., various data handling issues,
making the global headlines, companies have become aware of the
importance of ethical consideration during development as well.

As a result, AI ethics discussion has recently begun to also focus
on what to do to tackle various AI ethics issues, aside from defin-
ing what are key AI ethical principles (i.e. which issues to tackle).
Various different types of organizations including governments
and companies have begun to devise AI ethics guidelines to help
tackle these issues [9]. However, guidelines alone are likely not
sufficient in developing ethical systems, as discussed by Mittelstadt
[13] in relation to the ACM ethical guidelines in IT in general. In
an existing paper, we also argue that this is the case in the area
of AI ethics as well, based on industrial survey data [19]. Indeed,
implementing abstract principles highlighted by such guidelines
can be difficult for companies if there is no actionable advice for
doing so.

With the discussion on AI ethics accelerating, the current state of
the industry remains a relevant question. With all these guidelines,
and other resources such as tools [14], now at their disposal, what
are companies doing to implement AI ethics? We have provided a
quantitative overview of the current state of industry in another
paper [19], highlighting a gap in the area. However, given the quan-
titative approach, the exact nature of the gap remains unclear. In
this paper, we go look into this gap in more detail using a qualitative
research approach.

Better understanding this gap in this area is important. By un-
derstanding what issues companies currently face in implementing
AI ethics, we can better develop solutions and take action to help
them tackle these issues. We are currently aware that a gap exists,
but the exact pain points remain largely unknown.

With data from 39 companies, we seek to understand what the
gap between research and practice in the area is in AI ethics. Using
the EU Ethics Guidelines for Trustworthy AI as a ethical framework
[6], we study what practices are used to implement which AI ethics
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principles. Specifically, we tackle the following research question:
how do companies currently deal with the most common AI ethics
principles when developing Artificial Intelligence?

Rest of the paper is structured as follows: section 2 describes the
background on AI guidelines and methods for implementing ethics
in AI, section 3 explains the used research method and framework,
section 4 focuses on the findings whereas section 5 discusses them
in further detail, and section 6 concludes the paper by summarizing
the findings.

2 BACKGROUND
This section is split into two. In the first subsection, we go over the
various AI guidelines devised to help organizations develop ethical
AI. In the second one, we discuss methods for developing ethical
AI.

2.1 AI Guidelines
As touched upon in the introduction, guidelines have been one
of the more prominent tools for implementing AI ethics thus far.
Governments, standardization organizations, and companies alike
have devised guidelines intended to help developers implement
AI ethics. [9] While the actionability of these guidelines has been
criticized [13], they have been widely discussed and a large number
of them exists by now.

These AI ethics guidelines have distilled long-standing academic
discussion into principles intended to make them more tangible. In
a large-scale review of 84 such documents, Jobin et al. [9] found
the following principles to be the most commonly discussed one,
from most common to least common: (1) Transparency, (2) Justice,
fairness and equity, (3) Non-maleficence (i.e. safety, security etc.),
(4) Responsibility and accountability, (5) Privacy, (6) Beneficence,
(7) Freedom and autonomy, (8) Trust, (9) Sustainability, (9) Dignity,
and (10) Solidarity. The first 5, up until privacy, were found in
half of the documents they reviewed. Thus, some consensus in
these documents exists, even if the discussed principles were rather
varied.

Out of these guidelines, perhaps the most high-profile ones are
the IEEE Ethically Aligned Design guidelines (EAD) [5] and the EU
Ethics Guidelines for Trustworthy AI [6]. EAD, written by scientists,
presents a more academic research focused set of guidelines with
250+ pages of content. The EAD guidelines extensively discuss the
research behind the featured principles in detail, focusing on pre-
senting the background behind these principles. EAD also discusses
policy and law regarding the context. The principles discussed in
EAD are human rights, well-being, data agency, effectiveness, trans-
parency, accountability, awareness of misuse, and competence [5].

The EU guidelines [6], similarly start by defining what is trust-
worthy AI andwhat principles produce trustworthiness in AI. These
guidelines discuss the following principles: (1) human agency and
oversight, (2) technical robustness and safety, (3) privacy and data
governance, (4) transparency, (5) diversity, non-discrimination, and
fairness, (6) environmental and social well-being, and (7) account-
ability. Perhaps the most important feature of these guidelines,
however, is the section dedicated for assessing whether a system is
trustworthy. The assessment list provides a sheet with questions
used to assess whether each principle, e.g. transparency, is tackled

and to what extent in the system. This increases the actionability
of the guidelines, as these questions can conversely be potentially
used to guide development.

Nonetheless, the principle-focused guidelines have been criti-
cized for lacking in actionability [13]. While they are high abstrac-
tion level tools that can help companies develop ethical AI systems,
they seldom touch upon development in practice. This is where
methods step in – or should step in, as few currently exist for AI
ethics as we discuss next.

2.2 AI Ethics Methods
Methods in software development are guidelines that describe how
work should be carried out. Methods consist of a collection of tech-
niques, which in turn describe how certain, more atomic, work
tasks should be carried out [17]. What the Information Systems dis-
cipline refers to as techniques are in modern SE literature generally
referred to as (development) practices.

Morley et al. [14] conducted an extensive review of methods,
tools, and research that could be useful in translating AI ethics
principles into practice. Based on the review, most methods in
the area seem to be currently focused on smaller subsets of the
development process, such as how to manage machine learning.
Though useful in their specific contexts, they do not consider the
AI development process as a whole.

In addition to those covered by Morley et al. [14], more recent
existing research proposes some relevant artefacts. For example,
we have proposed the ECCOLA method for implementing AI ethics
in a recent paper [22], which builds on the ethical principles seen
in the various AI ethics guidelines. In a similar fashion, Canca [2]
proposes a tool they refer to as The Box, intended to help organiza-
tions "determine the relevant ethical concerns and weigh applicable
instrumental principles to determine how to best satisfy core princi-
ples by substituting or supporting one instrumental principle with
another." The Box can, in this fashion, help organizations implement
these principles in practice.

With companies largely left to rely on theory-focused guidelines,
the current state of practice becomes an interesting question. We
have already argued in past studies that companies do not seem
to have any formal ways of tackling AI ethics issues and hardly
discuss using AI ethics guidelines to do so either (e.g., [19] [21]).
However, while these studies identify a gap, our understanding of
the exact nature of this gap is still lacking. What exactly is the gap
between research and practice in the area?

3 RESEARCH METHODOLOGY & STUDY
DESIGN

In this section, we discuss how the study was carried out in three
subsections. First, we present the research framework that was used
to guide data collection. Then, we discuss the data collection in
detail. Finally, we discuss our data analysis method.

3.1 Research Framework
As the research framework for this study, we utilized a framework
described in an existing paper here [20]. Based on the academic AI
ethics discussion, we chose some of the most prominent principles
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to devise a research framework for the survey (which is discussed
in the next section) that was used to collect data for this study.

The principles chosen for the framework were Accountabil-
ity [4][5], Responsibility [4], Transparency [4][5][6][18], and Pre-
dictability. These have all been widely discussed principles present
in various guidelines, including the EU guidelines used to analyze
the data in this study (as we discuss in detail later in this section).
Jobin et al. [9] also point out the prevalence of these principles in
their extensive review of AI ethics guidelines published after this
framework was devised. At the time, these principles were selected
based on their prominence in academic discussion, as well as the
emphasis placed on them in some of the more high-profile AI ethics
guidelines such as those of IEEE [5].

Transparency and predictability are two somewhat connected
principles. Ultimately, both are focused on ensuring that we under-
stand how AI systems work. We should e.g., be able to know how
the data is collected and handled within the system, and how the
system itself makes decisions [6]. This also includes the develop-
ment process itself, where decisions and actions should be tracked
and traceable. Predictability, on the other hand, is about making
sure the system acts in a predictable manner in any given situation
- which in turn is easier when transparency is in play.

Accountability, as the name implies, refers to accountability or
liability issues in terms of the actions of the AI. E.g., who is liable if
or when the system causes issues for someone. Dignum 2017 [4] de-
fines accountability to be the explanation and justification of one’s
decisions and one’s actions to the relevant stakeholders. In this
framework, we also consider how accountability issues were han-
dled during development. Transparency is closely linked with ac-
countability, as transparency makes it possible to properly establish
accountability based on e.g., decisions made during development.

Finally, for the definition of Responsibility, we refer to the IEEE
EAD guidelines [5] and consider responsibility as an attitude or
moral obligation to act ethically. I.e. where accountability is exter-
nally motivated (e.g., legal responsibility), responsibility is inter-
nally motivated (e.g., desire to not cause anyone harm).

In devising the survey, we focused on principles and practical
issues related to these principles, so as to avoid asking questions
directly about (AI) ethics. Ethics is perceived differently by different
respondents and there is hardly any academic (much less indus-
try) consensus on what exactly is AI ethics, and thus discussing it
directly with the respondents was something we wished to avoid.

3.2 Data Collection
The objective of this study was to understand how AI ethics princi-
ples are implemented in practice, and to what extent. In past studies
(e.g., [21]), we have approached similar research topics through
qualitative case studies. Here, we do so by means of a survey.

This study is based on survey data on AI ethics issues that re-
ceived responses from 249 companies. We have published a paper
discussing the state of the industry based on this data ("The Current
State of Industrial Practice in AI Ethics" [19]). The survey process
is also discussed in more detail in that paper. The paper utilized
the Likert Scale questions of the survey, which comprised the bulk
of the survey. In this paper, on the other hand, we look at the
open-ended questions of this survey.

The survey was conducted as a structured interview where pos-
sible, F2F, or online. When this was not possible, responses were
simply collected through the survey as an online survey. Companies
included in the survey were software companies in general and not
AI companies specifically. 106 of the 249 companies were involved
in AI development or had developed AI systems. The respondents
who took the survey were working predominantly in either Finnish
or US-based companies. More detailed demographic information,
in the interest of space in this paper, can be found in the existing
paper ([19]).

In this paper, while we look at the open-ended questions of
the survey, we also only look at the responses from companies
that are (or were) involved in AI development. Given that these
questions were optional, not all respondents opted to answer them
either. Some of the responses were also lacking in quality (e.g.,
one-word-responses to all of the questions) and were consequently
not included. As a result, for this paper, we ultimately analyzed
the responses of 39 companies to the open-ended questions of this
survey. These questions are found below in Table 1.

These 39 companies ranged from small (1-9 employees) to large
(over 500 employees). The companies included into the study as
well as the respective respondents are detailed in Table 2.

In the survey outline, AI ethics was defined via four principles.
In alphabetical order, these principles were Accountability, Pre-
dictability, Responsibility and Transparency. In the questions, the
respondents were asked how their organizational policies and prac-
tices take these principles into account when developing AI systems.
We discussed this framework in further detail in section "Research
framework" above.

3.3 Data Analysis
The data were analyzed through qualitative thematic analysis. We
utilized the integrated coding approach described by Cruzes and
Dybå [3] to code the data. As a basis for the coding process, we
utilized the EU Ethics Guidelines [6] as a framework. However,
novel codes were also formed if new, clear concepts that did not fit
the framework were identified during the analysis. We anticipated
that the framework might not cover all the emerging codes fully
and thus the integrated coding approach [3] was selected to support
both deductive and inductive coding, keeping the coding process
within the context while also supporting the formulation of new
codes.

Each coded section of data was assigned an inductive and de-
ductive code. First, each quote was assigned an inductive code as
concepts emerged from the data during the analysis. Then, these
inductive codes were grouped under deductive codes, which were
formulated from the practices described in the EU AI ethics guide-
lines [6]. Sections of data that did not indicate any practice were
assigned the code ’observation’.

In this fashion, the data were coded and arranged into themes to
identify central ethical concepts. Based on the identified concepts,
we formulated a list of practices. This list of practices, then, was
mapped to the key requirements of the EU AI Ethics guidelines
[6] to identify which practices contribute to fulfilling each require-
ment. The goal of the analysis was to understand what practices
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Table 1: Open-ended questions

# Open-ended question

1 What kind of software and for what industry does your organization develop?
2 Is artificial intelligence somehow involved in your software development? If so, how?
3 Who makes the final decisions on software development?
4 If your organization does not utilize a contingency plan for exceptions, how are unexpected situations prepared for?
5 "We have faced issues with our software due to unexpected operation" If you have faced issues with your software, please

specify:
6 Do your organization policies consider accountability, responsibility, transparency and/or predictability in your software

development? If so, how are they considered?
7 Does the consideration of accountability, responsibility, transparency and/or predictability show in practice in your develop-

ment processes? If so, how do they show?
8 What do you consider to be the most significant benefits an organization can gain by considering accountability, responsibility,

transparency and predictability in their software development?
9 What kind of benefits has your organization gained by considering accountability, responsibility, transparency and pre-

dictability in your software development?

Table 2: Respondent company description

Company description n

Finnish company 23
Finnish public sector 4

Multinational outside EU 3
Other 9

companies use to pursue ethical AI while developing AI, as seen
through the lens of the EU AI ethics guidelines.

4 FINDINGS
In this section, we discuss the results of the study. First, in this main
section, we provide an overview of the data analysis. Afterwards,
each subsection of this section is dedicated to one principle of the
EU AI ethics guidelines [6]. In the final subsection we summarize
the results.

As we present our results, we summarize our key findings as
numbered Primary Empirical Contributions (PECs) for clarity of
presentation. We then use these PECs to organize the following dis-
cussion section. Moreover, we occasionally utilize direct quotations
from the data to liven up the text, but it should be noted that any
following conclusions are not based on any single citation alone.

The summary of the results of the coding process can be found
in table 5 below. Deductive codes were based on the EU guidelines
[6] while inductive ones were formulated based on the data alone.

Thus, based on the thematic analysis, codes of conduct were
the most commonly discussed practice. On the other hand, there
were also some practices not present in the data at all: ethics and
lawfulness by design and diverse and inclusive design teams. To this
end, the requirements of societal and environmental well-being, as

well as diversity, nondiscrimination, and fairness were not apparent
in the data.

PEC1: The requirements of societal and environmental well-
being, as well as diversity, nondiscrimination and fairness, were
not discussed within the data.

4.1 Human Agency and Oversight
The requirements for human agency and oversight are intended
to ensure human autonomy [6]. E.g., AI systems should support
human decision-making rather than making decisions for humans.
Regulations emerged in the data as one factor supporting the im-
plementation of human agency and oversight. The respondents
discussed making sure to adhere to any regulations that might
apply to the AI they are developing. Some respondents felt that
following regulations was at least what they should do, while some
respondents specifically added that following regulations was all
they felt they needed to do:

"We follow regulations, but since our software is not a very risky
one, we haven’t taken much caution."Respondent C18

Aside from regulations, accountability via governance systems
is considered to provide an overall oversight of the AI’s operation,
as well as the company behind the system, and this oversight also
covers human oversight. The respondents felt that accountability
guidelines contributed towards trustworthiness and ethical AI. To
this end, clearly defined responsibilities formed another practice
based on the data.

Aside from regulations, explanation methods also contribute to-
wards human agency and oversight. However, only one respondent
highlighted the reviewability of their AI models that provided the
possibility for human oversight of the system. Thus, these methods
did not seem to play a large role in current practice.

PEC2: Companies employ practices that could contribute to-
wards the requirement of Human agency and oversight, but they do
not consider the requirements directly, leaving their contribution
towards Human Agency and Oversight vague.
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Table 3: Companies and respondents for the study

ID Company
size

Role of respondent(s)

C1 1-9 CTO
C2 1-9 Supervisor
C3 1-9 Specialist (creating business development related content/requirements)
C4 1-9 Consultant
C5 1-9 Developer
C6 1-9 Creative director
C7 1-9 Developer, architect
C8 10-49 Sales Director
C9 10-49 Technical service responsible
C10 10-49 Software engineering, product development
C11 10-49 Front end developer
C12 10-49 CEO and product owner/designer
C13 10-49 CEO
C14 10-49 Product owner
C15 50-249 Software designer
C16 50-249 Project manager in delivery projects
C17 50-249 CTO (leading whole RNG incl. SW development)
C18 50-249 AI specialist
C19 50-249 Head of a competence organization
C20 50-249 Software Developer
C21 50-249 Project manager
C22 250-499 Full Stack Developer
C23 250-499 Product manager
C24 250-499 Business line director
C25 500+ N/A
C26 500+ Lead consultant/Architect
C27 500+ Administrator and development specialist
C28 500+ Image preprocessing, training data set validation dataset
C29 500+ Team lead
C30 500+ Integration specialist
C31 500+ Requirements engineer/consultant
C32 500+ Product manager/owner
C33 500+ N/A
C34 500+ Senior testing specialist
C35 500+ Business analyst.
C36 500+ N/A
C37 500+ BI/AI services Area Manager, Project Manager
C38 500+ Project Manager
C39 500+ Senior systems architect
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Table 4: EU Guideline Principles and Requirement

Principles Requirements
(i) Respect for
human auton-
omy

1 Human agency and oversight

(ii) Prevention
of harm

2 Technical robustness and safety

(iii) Fairness 3 Privacy and data governance
(iv) Explicabil-
ity

4 Transparency

5 Diversity, non-discrimination and
fairness
6 Societal and environmental well-
being
7 Accountability

4.2 Technical Robustness and Safety
Technical robustness and safety refers to minimizing harm that the
AI system could cause. To this end, AI systems should be resilient to
adversary actions, have procedures to ensure fail-safe operation in
unexpected situation, and operate in a predictable and explainable
manner [6].

Software architecture plays a key role in ensuring technical
robustness. Multiple respondents discussed their role in producing
Ethical AI:

"We focus on finding the right solution, not the easiest" Respon-
dent C24 "We always try to select long term architectural solutions"
Respondent C21

Service quality indicators provide different technical metrics
such as functionality, performance and reliability, which can be
used to assess technical robustness and safety [6]. Three practices
explicitly focused on metrics were found in the data. However,
these metrics in the data were more concerned with measuring
progress in terms of project management, e.g., time spent, rather
than assessing the implementation of any ethical principles. I.e.,
Quality of Service metrics were mostly used internally for project
management purposes rather than assessing ethical aspects.

Also relating to software quality, testing and validation practices
were discussed in nine cases. Code reviews were the most common
practice in this category in the data; having multiple program-
mers go over the same code was considered beneficial for quality.
Moreover, testing overall was considered to be key in producing
trustworthiness of the system. Tests were also carried out using
real-world scenarios for further validation.

While explanation methods are expected to produce reliability
and repeatability, which are requisites for building safe and robust
AI systems, these were only discussed by one respondent. This was
also the case for audit trails, discussed by the same respondent
alone. It would seem that these are not common practices.

Similarly, certification, another way of producing trust to soft-
ware, was only discussed by one participant who discussed a cer-
tified method, SAFe, as a way of maintaining quality. To this end,
many of the respondents felt that using agile methods contributes
to promoting trust to software in various ways (e.g. transparency

Table 5: Assigned Codes and Their Occurrences Within the
Data

Deductive code Inductive code Occurrences

Accountability via gover-
nance

Accountability guide-
lines

2

Accountability via gover-
nance

Defined responsibilities 7

Certification Audits 1
Certification Certification organiza-

tions
1

Codes of conduct Company policies 4
Codes of conduct Contract 5
Codes of conduct Decision-making prac-

tices
2

Codes of conduct Documentation 7
Codes of conduct Operational guidelines 5
Codes of conduct Preparation 1
Education and awareness
of ethical mindset

Change agency 2

Education and awareness
of ethical mindset

Trainings 1

Explanation methods Reviewable models 1
Explanation methods Software audit trail 2
Observation 8
Regulation Following regulations 3
Service quality indica-
tors

Cost tracking 1

Service quality indica-
tors

Time tracking 2

Stakeholder participa-
tion

Customer involvement 4

Stakeholder participa-
tion

Informed customer 3

Standardization Agile methods 3
Standardization Unified processes 6
Testing and validation Code reviews 3
Testing and validation Testing 5
Trustworthy architec-
tures

Proper architectural solu-
tions

2

to customer, predictability). With few other types of practices dis-
cussed in this category, this leads us to suggest the following:

PEC3: Technical robustness and safety are currently realized
with existing, common software development methods (e.g. agile)
and testing and validation practices (e.g. code reviews).
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4.3 Privacy and Data Governance
AI systems should ensure privacy, protecting the data in the system
from tampering, while also assuring its quality and limiting data
access to only those with appropriate reasons to access it [6]. In
this category of requirements for ethical AI, regulations such as
the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) played a notable
role. In this regard, too, following regulations was deemed the least
companies could do, and in some cases sufficient on its own.

“All employees are trained to follow organizational policies. Com-
pany also follows GDPR strictly.” Respondent C38

Contracts with customers were discussed in relation to privacy
and data handling as well. The companies remarked that data han-
dling related requirements were often defined formally with the
customer. However, this would also indicate that data privacy issues
are seldom considered with the general public or those whose data
is being used in mind. To this end, other types of codes of conduct
such as operational guidelines and company policies were also
considered by the respondents to contribute towards trustworthy
software and thereby to ethical AI.

Some practices such as validation, testing, and architecture could
contribute to data governance as well. However, these were not
explicitly discussed in relation to it, and thus their role is unlikely
to be notable. To this end, we suggest the following: PEC4: Privacy
and data governance seem to be largely tackled by simply adhering
to regulations.

4.4 Transparency
Explanation models are at the core of transparency, and more specif-
ically explainable AI systems. However, only one company, dis-
cussed them in their responses in the form of reviewable models
and audit trails. While audit trails are existing practices usable
in any software engineering project, they were not found in the
responses. Audit trail logging could help assess how the system
operated in given conditions.

System architecture was more commonly discussed in relation to
transparency. Yet, how exactly it was used to support transparency
was not detailed.

Transparency is not related to the system alone but the develop-
ment process as well. In terms of the latter, multiple respondents
discussed how their organization kept track of who developed cer-
tain parts of the system. While this was done in part simply to
keep track of productivity as well, it contributed to transparency.
These types of accountability frameworks also serve to establish
accountability, as we discuss later in this section.

As briefly touched upon in relation to agile practices earlier,
stakeholder participation was also something discussed by multiple
respondents in relation to transparency. Stakeholder, in this case,
largely referred to just the project customer(s), however, whereas
in AI ethics stakeholders are considered more comprehensively.
Though the respondents discussed various degrees of customer in-
volvement, customer involvement was often discussed in some way,
if only in terms of keeping the customer informed. In cases where
stakeholder (customer) communication was mostly one-way, the
customers rarely actively contributed to the development process.
Agile methods were considered to contribute to transparency in
other ways as well:

“Our aim is to be very transparent for the customer. Our project
aim to follow agile methods and as a part of them, the processes
like planning sprints and reviewing the developed solutions are very
transparent to the customer" Respondent C26

Also related to development practices, code documentation was
an existing common practice that was frequently discussed in rela-
tion to transparency. Documentation in terms of project documents
related to decision-making were also acknowledged as drivers of
transparency by the respondents. Furthermore, the respondents
also considered code reviews to produce transparency, even though
it was limited to the organization developing the system.

Notably, however, transparency was largely only discussed in
relation to customers: PEC5: Transparency is primarily perceived
as a matter between the software provider and their customer
during the development process and it is already realized with
various practices, with 10 practices out of 11 having at least a
partial contribution to its realization.

The only exception to this observation was transparency man-
dated by regulations. For example, the GDPR in the context of data
handling mandated some transparency outside transparency to-
wards the project customer. Though the respondents that brought it
up indicated that their organization followed such regulations, they
did not indicate that it would have motivated them to otherwise
consider transparency in a wider sense.

4.5 Accountability
Accountability via governance systems is manifested in the industry
by defining responsibilities and accountability guidelines. Contracts
were typically cited as means of establishing accountability for any
system, at the start of a project. One respondent also discussed
being responsible for any issue arising during the operational life
of the system that could be traced back to the development phase,
also covering accountability past the development phase. For the
most part, however, accountability past the development phase
was left unclear, as the respondents only discussed it in relation to
development alone.

The practices that produced transparency were also discussed
in relation to accountability by the respondents. For example, code
documentation and keeping track of who changes what in the
code were also practices that supported accountability. Similarly,
documenting decision-making and other project records served to
support accountability.

“These factors have now been added eg to our developmental pro-
cess, because it has been seen that it is an advantage to increase our
customers and our own knowledge about these, especially when fac-
ing new challenges with the near future AI technology. It is good to
prepare in advance, not after something has happened.” Respondent
C36

As was the case with transparency, accountability, too, was
largely considered only in relation to the project customer(s).

PEC6: Accountability is considered to be a matter between the
company and its customer(s), and is, in this context, already real-
ized with existing practices such as stakeholder participation and
governance systems.
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Figure 1: Contributions towards realization of trustworthy
AI’s requirements

4.6 Summary of Findings
In the Figure 1 , we present our findings in relation to the key
requirements for trustworthy AI outlined in the EU AI ethics guide-
lines [6]. A checked square refers to direct contribution by the
practice. A square with one line in it refers to vague or minor con-
tribution. A square with a circle means that a practice was present
within the data but no contribution towards realizing that practice
was identified. Finally, a coloured square alone means that the prac-
tice was expected to contribute towards the requirement, but was
not identified in the data. The data in this figure itself presents the
seventh and final PEC of this study:

PEC7: Two requirements proposed by the European Commis-
sion, (1) ethics and lawfulness by design and (2) diverse and inclu-
sive design teams, were not brought into attention by companies
developing AI. Other practices proposed by European Commission
are already employed for achieving trustworthiness with contribu-
tions of various extent.

5 DISCUSSIONS
To provide a framework for the discussion, we refer to the Primary
Empirical Contributions (PECs) highlighted during the analysis.
These have been compiled into Table 6 below. We relate each of
these findings to existing literature and discuss their implications
in this section.

PEC1. The absence of societal and environmental well-being, as
well as diversity, nondiscrimination and fairness, can be considered
to contradict existing research. Existing research has placed much
emphasis on societal and environmental concerns in AI ethics. Fur-
thering human well-being in general is discussed in various AI
guidelines [9]. Yet, these types of more general ethical considera-
tions were not present in the data, past some mentions of company
goals without concrete practices attached.

In a similar vein, PEC2 highlights another poorly tackled subset
of trustworthiness. Human agency and oversight [6] were not di-
rectly tackled by any of the involved companies, even though some

existing practices could indirectly also address issues related to it to
varying extent, leading us to argue that it is largely ignored. Human
authority and autonomy over AI systems has historically been an
important topic of discussion in AI ethics, including both current
systems and still hypothetical future scenarios (e.g., advanced gen-
eral AI). Delegating tasks that previously required human reasoning
to AI systems is one way in which AI systems can reduce human
autonomy, and this shift can have unexpected consequences [23].
Education could help mitigate risks in such shifts in authority, and
e.g., more widespread programming and software engineering skills
could help humans oversee AI systems, as opposed to leaving it to
a small group of experts [10].

In terms of technical robustness and safety [6], agile methods,
as existing software development approaches, provide means of
tackling some of the requirements of trustworthy AI (PEC3). Brock
and von Wangenheim [1] also discussed organizational agility and
ability to adapt to change as a success factor for AI adoption. Realiz-
ing technical robustness as far as reliability and reproducibility go
could further be increased by creating AI systems with interpretable
and transparent underlying models [16]. The companies in this set
of data also selecting the most suitable architecture as opposed
to the easiest one, which would indicate that such concerns are
tackled at least for software quality reasons.

As progress on AI continues and its impacts grow on a societal
level, regulations affecting AI systems are likely to only increase
in number. Given how heavily AI systems rely on data, the GDPR
has already forced many companies involved with AI to take it into
account in developing and operating their systems. Many of the
companies in this study as well discussed focusing on adhering
to regulations, which they considered sufficient in terms of data-
related ethical issues. This situation has been acknowledged by
existing studies as well [7].

Together, PECs 5 and 6 form an interesting observation that
highlights a clear gap in the area. Whereas AI ethics emphasizes
the importance of taking into account the effects of AI on different
stakeholders (e.g, in the context of the fairness principle (see e.g.
[12] companies seem to still hold a narrow view of stakeholders).
In this sense, these observations can be considered to contradict
existing studies. For example, the company delivering the AI may
only directly interact with the company commissioning that system
from them. However, the system, once operational, could then
operate using data collected from the general public in various ways,
making any subject of this data collection a relevant stakeholder as
well. It would seem that accountability and transparency towards
such stakeholder groups is left to the customer to tackle – or not
tackled at all.

Finally, PEC7 summarizes our results as far as the EU guidelines
for trustworthy AI [6] are considered. This conclusion is elaborated
on in detail in Figure 1 at the end of the preceding section. Related
to PEC1, this PEC highlights areas of AI ethics that seem to not be
considered important in the industry currently, from the point of
view of the EU guidelines specifically. In the Figure1 , we highlight
which areas of AI ethics are currently addressed at all and to what
extent, based on data from 39 companies.

These findings further our understanding of the current gap
between research and practice in the area. AI ethics issues consid-
ered important in research are not always considered important
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Table 6: Primary empirical contributions formed from the data

PEC Relation to existing research Contribution
PEC 1 The requirements of societal and environmental well-being, as well as

diversity, nondiscrimination and fairness, were not discussed within the
data.

Contradicting, environmental and societal is-
sues were considered as major concerns of AI
(e.g. [10]).

PEC 2 Companies employ practices that could contribute towards fulfilling the
requirements of Human Agency and Oversight but they do not tackle the
requirements directly, leaving the extent to which these requirements are
tackled vague.

Contradicting, ensuring human authority was
discussed in multiple studies (e.g. [10, 23]).

PEC 3 Technical robustness and safety are currently realized with existing, com-
mon software development methods (e.g. agile) and testing and validation
practices (e.g. code reviews).

Corresponding with previous research (e.g. [1]).

PEC 4 Privacy and data governance seem to be largely tackled by simply adhering
to regulations.

Corresponding with previous studies (e.g. [7]).

PEC 5 Transparency is primarily perceived as a matter between the software
provider and their customer during the development process and it is
already realized with various practices, with 10 practices out of 11 having
at least a partial contribution to its realization.

Contradicting, Transparency should encompass
other stakeholders (e.g. people affected by AI
supported decisions) than only the paying cus-
tomer. (e.g. [8, 10, 16].

PEC 6 Accountability is considered to be a matter between the company and its
customer(s), and is, in this context, already realized with existing practices
such as stakeholder participation and governance systems.

Contradicting, Accountability of AI system’s
operation should cover other parties in addition
to the vendor and customer (e.g. [10, 11, 23]).

PEC 7 Two requirements proposed by the European Commission, (1) ethics and
lawfulness by design and (2) diverse and inclusive design teams, were
not discussed by companies developing AI. Other practices proposed by
European Commission are already employed for achieving trustworthiness
with contributions of various extent.

Novel, previous research on how trustworthi-
ness is pursued by companies developing AI
systems was not identified.

out on the field. Our findings paint a better picture of which issues
are currently ignored. Future research can utilize these findings to
focus effort towards these less focused on issues (or requirements,
in the context of the EU guidelines [6]). We also provide further
insights into the extent to which some of the requirements, which
are acknowledged, are tackled. The narrow view of the stakeholder
discussed in PECs 5 and 6 is one such example.

The primary practical implication of these findings is that com-
panies should use methods or tools for implementing AI ethics.
However, methods for this purpose are still scarce. The method we
have presented in an existing paper, ECCOLA, is one option in this
regard [22].

Regulations and laws set the bare minimum for ethics (PEC4).
Though legislation is typically slow to move and lags behind tech-
nological progress, increasing numbers of AI-related laws and reg-
ulations are being worked on. These include the AI Act of the EU.
Tackling AI ethics is becoming increasingly mandatory, and uti-
lizing methods and tools to do so in an organized manner should
yield better results and be easier than doing so ad hoc. A method,
for example, helps an organization define what AI ethics is, while
also providing, ideally, a way to implement it in practice.

5.1 Limitations
The survey used for data collection in this study was devised be-
fore the guidelines for trustworthy AI [6] used as a framework in
this study were published. As a result, the survey did not directly
correspond to all the requirements in the framework. To reduce the
effects of this limitation, we utilized the integrated coding approach

described by Cruzes and Dybå [3] This also served to address the
potential limitation of the data analysis method where the data
shapes to reflect these guidelines instead, which can be a pitfall in
qualitative research [15].

The data collection method presents another limitation. The
structured data collection approach (survey or interview depending
on the case) left no possibility for further, elaborating questions.
As a result, it was not possible to attain exhaustive descriptions
of the practices discussed by the respondents. Moreover, in the
cases where data were collected through a survey rather than an
interview, the respondents may have been inclined to give less
lengthy responses as well to save their own time, further reducing
the detail of the responses.

In addition, it should be noted that many of the companies in-
cluded in the data sample operate in Finland. This may have affected
some of the findings. For example, all these companies adhere to
the same local and European Union level regulations. Regulations
and laws set the bare minimum for ethical consideration. E.g., com-
panies operating in the EU have to adhere to the GDPR. Moreover,
with most of the companies being from Finland and the US, and
with the data analysis framework being European, this paper overall
presents a western point of view on AI ethics.

6 CONCLUSION
In this study, we analyzed survey data from 39 companies develop-
ing AI systems or AI-based systems. Through the survey, we sought
to understand to what extent they consider AI ethics while working
with AI systems. Utilizing the EU guidelines for trustworthy AI
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systems [6] we analyzed this data to see what requirements for
trustworthy AI are being fulfilled by these companies and to what
extent. In doing so, we sought to further our understanding of the
gap between research and practice currently existing in the area.

Based on our results, we highlight more specific gaps in the area.
These findings, alongside other ones, are elaborated on particularly
in Table 6 in the preceding discussion section, as well as Figure 1.
We would consider the following two points the key take-aways of
this study:

• The industry currently exhibits a narrow view of the stake-
holder in the context of AI systems. Stakeholders are consid-
ered from the point of view of conventional software engi-
neering projects, and are thus the idea of the stakeholder is
largely limited to the customer alone. As AI systems often
exert a much larger influence than this that encompasses
various stakeholders, this view is narrow in the context of
AI. This relates to multiple AI ethics principles such as trans-
parency and accountability.

• When looking at AI ethics through the lens of the EU AI
ethics guidelines [6], some categories of requirements for
trustworthy AI are currently largely ignored. E.g., companies
do not seem to pay much mind to requirements relating
to societal and environmental well-being in their software
development practices.
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